Unveiling the mechanism of the promising two-dimensional photoswitch - Hemithioindigo.
The control of internal molecular motions by outside stimuli is a decisive task in the construction of functional molecules and molecular machines. Light-induced intramolecular rotations of photoswitches have attracted increasing research interests because of the high stability and high reversibility of photoswitches. Recently, Henry et al. reported an unprecedented two-dimensional controlled photoswitch, the hemithioindigo (HTI) derivative Z1, whose single bond rotation in dimethyl sulphoxide (DMSO) solvent and double bond rotation in cyclohexane solvent can be induced by visible light (J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2016, 138, 12,219). Here we investigate the intramolecular rotations of the HTI and Z1 in different polar solvents by time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) and Nonadiabatic dynamic simulations. Due to the steric hindrance between methyl and thioindigo fragment, the rotations of Z1 in the excited state are obstructed. Interestingly, the HTI exhibits two distinct rotation paths in DMSO and cyclohexane solvents at about 50fs. The intermolecular hydrogen bonds between HTI and DMSO play an important role in the rotation of HTI in DMSO solvent. Therefore, the HTI is a more promising two-dimensional photoswitch compared with the Z1. Our finding is thus of fundamental importance to understand the mechanisms of this class of photoswitches and design complex molecular behavior.